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Abstract
Many consumer Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices are, and

will remain, subject to compromise, often without the owner’s
knowledge. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are among the
actors best-placed to coordinate the remediation of these prob-
lems. They receive infection data and can notify customers of
recommended remediation actions. There is insufficient under-
standing of what happens in peoples’ homes and businesses
during attempts to remediate infected IoT devices. We coordi-
nate with an ISP and conduct remote think-aloud observations
with 17 customers who have an infected device, capturing
their initial efforts to follow best-practice remediation steps.
We identify real, personal consequences from wide-scale in-
terventions which lack situated guidance for applying advice.
Combining observations and thematic analysis, we synthesize
the personal stories of the successes and struggles of these
customers. Most participants think they were able to pinpoint
the infected device; however, there were common issues such
as not knowing how to comply with the recommended actions,
remediations regarded as requiring excessive effort, a lack of
feedback on success, and a perceived lack of support from
device manufacturers. Only 4 of 17 participants were able
to successfully complete all remediation steps. We provide
recommendations relevant to various stakeholders, to focus
where emergent interventions can be improved.

1 Introduction

The use of “smart” Internet-of-Things (IoT) home devices
amongst consumers is growing, where this can include
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internet-connected home appliances, entertainment systems,
and home fittings such as smart doorbells or locks. The con-
nectivity of these devices has historically lacked sufficient
security [1, 23]. Many commonly-used IoT devices have not
only technical vulnerabilities, but also ineffective configu-
ration options for password and access permissions [3, 17].
This means that a range of consumer IoT devices continue
to be susceptible to malware infections, facilitating various
forms of abuse, from recruiting them into botnets to personal
stalking and harassment [51].

There is a direction of travel to ensure that consumers
purchase secure devices, e.g., increased awareness [48], labels
indicating security properties [22,47], and improved standards
of device design [11]. However, for the foreseeable future,
insufficiently secure devices continue to enter the consumer
market. The brunt of the efforts to clean up infected IoT
falls on both the end-users who own the devices and Internet
Service Providers (ISPs), where more than 80% of the devices
are located [14].

RFC6561 states that ISPs should notify users and ask them
to remediate the threat [44]. Helping users protect their com-
puter systems and remove infections has proven to be difficult
for PC-based malware, even where users are more likely to
have workable, effective tools available to them (for instance,
automatic OS update mechanisms [74]). In the consumer IoT
space, the conditions for user advice and remediation can be
much more constrained when it is an ISP contacting a cus-
tomer with advice; it is usually unclear what exact device, or
even general device type, has been infected, forcing the advice
to be highly generic. The lack of accessible user interfaces
makes it difficult for users to perform the required security
actions on the device they suspect is infected.

Prior work has found that notifying a user about an IoT
infection can lead to cleanup [14]. Much less is known about
the processes which take place in end-users’ homes after
receiving a message with remediation advice. When technical
experts are approached to clean a ‘smart’ personal device of
suspected malware or unwanted code, they may not be able
to confirm it is infected or prove removal of malware [33].
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We conduct our study by partnering with an ISP which
has sent notifications with remediation advice to customers
infected with Mirai malware. We specifically report on the
experiences of 17 ISP customers in their efforts to apply the
advice. Mirai is a malware family that came to prominence
in late 2016 [6], and has been referred to as the “king of
IoT malware” [49]. It continues to be the leading malware
family [39]. Following the notifications, we approached cus-
tomers to conduct remote think-aloud observations of their
attempts to follow the advice in their home, surrounded by a
variety of potentially affected devices.

We focus on the following question: How do end-users act
on remediation advice about their infected Internet of Things
device(s)? To answer this question, we documented the end-
to-end story of botnet remediation which included network
measurements to identify affected users, and device owner
engagement. Infection data received by the ISP allows us to
identify users with an infection, but also to gauge the reme-
diation success after the intervention. We combine this with
qualitative data collected during the think-aloud observations.
We make the following contributions:

• We report on the real-world, in situ experiences of 17
customers acting on advice for IoT devices suspected
to be infected with malware. We step out of controlled
lab conditions where advice that has a known outcome
is directly provided to participants. This allows us to
collect data with higher ecological validity.

• We show that users are motivated, yet the advice is con-
strained by what can be known about the location of
the infection on a home network. Many recommended
actions are in practice outcomes which users must find
a way to reach based on behaviours familiar to them.
This adds detail to the shortfalls in the last part of advice
communication for smart home users – the implications
of the best-placed stakeholders (the ISP) intervening to
communicate advice which is the best-available practice
or which has been consolidated from manufacturers, to
context-expert end-users.

• We capture the importance of advice signal design for
effective behaviour change relating to smart home secu-
rity hygiene. For this we relate our results to the Fogg
Behaviour Model [27]. We find that where the Activation
Threshold for supporting an individual to reach a target
behaviour is often treated as if it were a line to cross,
with home IoT it is more akin to an ‘Action Diffraction’.
The user is not able to do enough in a direct path to
the goal, due to limitations inherent in the environment,
such that advocated best-practice behaviours are non-
deterministic. Participants applied a range of behaviours
in an approach that appeared to have a good chance of
working but which were not definitely going to be suc-
cessful, or be confirmed as having been successful.

The context of malware infections of consumer IoT devices
is discussed in the Background (Section 2), including how
users are typically engaged to remedy consumer IoT infec-
tions. We describe our Methodology in Section 3, and Results
from our in situ sessions with participants in Section 4. The
implications of our participants’ experiences are discussed
in Section 5 and contrasted with Related Work in Section 6.
Concluding remarks and directions for future work close the
paper in Section 7.

2 Background

Many devices enter the market that lack even basic secu-
rity precautions [3]. The existence of a botnet such as Mirai
starts with the manufacturing of IoT devices, which are then
shipped, bought by retailers and later by consumers. Once
a device has been infected, it is also unclear which of these
stakeholders carries the responsibility for cleaning the device,
but manufacturers generally lack incentives to prevent and
remediate this problem [65].

2.1 Attacks on consumer IoT devices
Different malware families use different vectors to infect
vulnerable devices (such as routers, cameras and digital video
recorders) [6, 14]. In the case of Mirai, there are four stages
[6, 19, 38, 45, 68]. The first stage is to perform a brute-force
attempt to access the device using a sequence of entries from
a list of standard known username/password combinations. If
this brute-force succeeds, the newly infected device sends its
IP and username/password combination to the attacker. In the
third stage, the report server informs the loader, which loads
the malware binaries onto the device. After the binaries have
been executed successfully, they are deleted, and the device
is now part of the botnet.

Many IoT devices do not support standard user interfaces,
which makes it difficult for customers to change the standard
passwords (assuming a device has such a feature to begin
with, which may not be the case [26]). Even where a device
has an adequate interface, many users prefer having a working
device as soon as possible over going through security-related
installation steps (such as replacing the standard password)
thoroughly [40] (where the inter-connected nature of smart
homes means this may include securing the entire home net-
work). End-users who do care about security may lack knowl-
edge to perform the right actions, due to the heterogeneity of
IoT devices [5, 78].

2.2 Improving consumer IoT security
Information about the security qualities of IoT devices can
potentially be difficult to find. One avenue of research focuses
on supporting consumers to make informed choices about the
smart home devices they buy in the first instance (e.g., security
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labels [22, 47] and consumer guides [48]) Another area of
focus has been to ensure that device design matches user
needs; this has been noted regarding specific requirements for
access control [34] and privacy in a shared environment [77],
for instance.

Most vendors of IoT devices do not deliver a comprehen-
sive manual or support page with their product. Where in-
formation is provided, details relating to security are often
absent or not adequate [8, 30]. This means that even for those
consumers who do care about security [9, 50, 64], the ‘trans-
action costs’ of ensuring purchase of the most secure device
are simply too high [2, 8].

As the Internet increasingly connects end-users and their
devices globally, it becomes complex for governments across
the world to organise clear responsibilities and liabilities for
security. As the IoT is still relatively new and evolving, it
could take some time before governments are able to clean
the market of insufficiently secure devices and exert pressure
on responsible parties. Simple improvements such as labelling
the level of security of devices could improve the purchas-
ing environment [37], but even for such small improvements,
incentives are lacking. As present, the most viable mitiga-
tion techniques mostly come from Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) intervening when customers’ devices are compromised,
or information campaigns to realise prevention through con-
sumer awareness. However, levels of remediation are far from
perfect. The content of a notification should be understand-
able and clear for target users, but there is a balance to be
struck. Research has found that detailed steps can strengthen
the effect of the notification [21, 43, 72]. On the other hand,
messages should be plain and simple [29].

Even where users are aware of a security problem and
activated to act, there can be uncertainty about which device
is infected, or how to take the required action [60]. Users
may instead rely on familiar techniques to solve problems on
‘unfamiliar’ devices, which often is not the correct approach
for new types of devices and infections [76].

For structuring interventions, identifying critical points in
life cycle of devices is useful [41]. Opportune moments for
intervention then emerge [27], which are important for fo-
cusing resources toward enacting a behaviour at a specific
point where it is more viable. Where purchase of new de-
vices is one such point [22, 54], the notification to a customer
of a suspected malware infection is another opportune mo-
ment. However, There are challenges inherent to deploying
behaviour interventions where the ‘influencer’ does not man-
age the environment. In managed environments (including
the artificial/controlled environment of a lab study), the in-
fluencer can know who the target is and how to reach them.
Here, we study an environment where that knowledge is not
immediately available. We then leverage technical tools to
approximate where the intervention is needed, by triangulat-
ing across datasets to identify devices which are vulnerable.
Simply put, we have to find a way to go to the participant,

Figure 1: Approach and data collection.

whereas normally in a study the participant comes to us.

3 Methodology

In this section we describe our approach to answering the
main research question. This involved partnering with an In-
ternet Service Provider (ISP) and studying customer responses
to remediation instructions.

3.1 Overall approach

Our study starts with identifying ISP customers who suffer
from an active Mirai malware infection. For this, we used
two data sources. One was the Shadowserver drone report
[67]. The ISP receives from Shadowserver a daily list of
IP addresses of customers that match the Mirai fingerprint.
Mirai scans have a particular signature, where an artefact of
the malware’s stateless scanning approach is that each probe
includes a TCP sequence number equal to the destination IP
address that the malware is targeting to attack [6]. This is
conventionally used to detect the malware.

A network telescope was then employed. This is a set of
unused IP addresses [46], where the traffic targeting this IP
set is usually unsolicited. The network telescope of 300K IP
addresses logs the IP addresses of hosts that were scanning
with the Mirai fingerprint, as described in [6].

This is Phase 1 in the overall approach (as in Figure 1).
The ISP is in a unique position to know which customer is
associated with an IP address, so that we could identify which
customers were suffering from a Mirai infection.

If the identified owner had not yet been notified, the ISP
would notify the user about the infection via email (Phase
2, Figure 1). Included in this email would be an explanation
of the research, and an invitation to participate in a call to
understand better the process that users follow to execute the
steps, as part of the standard service. It is also mentioned
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that users are free to execute the steps themselves (see Ap-
pendix A for more details on the notification) without opting
in to the study. During the call, each customer was asked
explicit consent to participate in the research and record the
call (see Appendix B). Minimal data of customers who did
not consent to be part of this research was received in advance
to be able to contact the customer, but it was not included in
the results of this research.

To further ensure that the email notification could be un-
derstood by those end-users who received it, several commu-
nication experts from the communication department of the
ISP transcribed the text to B1 level of the Common European
Framework of Reference of Languages (CEFR) [25]. This is
an international standard to describe language proficiency, in
which B1 indicates basic level. The email notification was
written in both English and Dutch (as the main language
where the study was carried out).

A day after the email notification, users would be called
(Phase 3, Figure 1). Three users did not answer during three
attempts to call them and were left out of the study. Our
protocol has a check at the beginning to ensure we talk to the
device owner. We then asked users whether they wanted to
opt into participating in the study, asked for explicit consent to
record the interview, and explained that the participant could
end the call at any moment (Appendix B, part 1).

After concluding a call, a transcript was created. We used
thematic analysis (Phase 4, Figure 1) to code transcribed
copies of the interactions (from audio recordings). For per-
forming the thematic analysis, the step-wise approach listed
by [4] is used. Two of the researchers coded the transcripts
to identify themes. Dedicated code review discussions took
place between coders (to address emergent themes and con-
flicts), which happened in stages before arriving at the final set
of themes. A balance in themes was found through iterative
merging and splitting existing themes until convergence was
reached into the most important themes (where the subsection
in our Results represent theme families, Section 4). Saturation
of themes was reached after 17 calls.

3.2 Think-aloud protocol

Originally we had planned to visit customers’
homes/premises, to interact with them in an a natural
and comfortable environment, and be physically present
when users execute the recommended remediation advice.
There was a need to instead develop a novel phone-based
protocol for interacting with the customers of the partner ISP,
foremost due to social distancing measures (Section 3.6). A
positive aspect of this was that all participants were at the
appropriate location when they were contacted.

To prepare, experience was gained in managing cases
where remediation was not possible. One of the researchers
accompanied a senior mechanic from the ISP for a day, and
gained insights from the ISP customer support staff regarding

how to build trust with customers. In cases where the engineer
is not successful in helping users, the most important step was
seen as informing the consumer of the situation and to let
them know about the possible ways forward. In such cases,
also a supervisor should be informed about the issue. It can
reach a point where informing the customer of an issue is the
best one can do. This reflects the reality that the ISP is not
technically responsible for the device, even though it has the
opportunity to intervene.

The think-aloud protocol (Phase 3, Figure 1) consisted of
three stages:

• Stage 1: Consent and notification: First, we obtained
consent to conduct the study, asking then for approval
to record the interview. Next, we checked whether par-
ticipants received the notification and, if not, we sent it
again and provided the participant time to read it.

• Stage 2: Acting on the advice: We allowed the partici-
pants opportunity to perform the actions and verbalize
their thoughts, without direct input from the researcher.
This think-aloud activity was transcribed and analysed.

• Stage 3: Demographics and support: We collected de-
mographics and, if the researcher saw an action during
Stage 2 as incomplete or incorrect, suggestions were
offered for performing actions correctly, to the extent
that this was possible (see 3.7). Last, we thanked the
customer for their participation as well as provide e-mail
details for future contact with the researcher in case they
had any questions.

See Appendix A for complete details on the think-aloud
protocol. The technical advice provided to customers (in the
email and in the second step of the protocol) are steps used by
the partner ISP, so it is what the ISP considered best advice.
For comparison/reference, these steps are comparable to what
is advised in online sources, as found on the Krebs on Security
blog1 and Symantec/Norton website2.

During a call with a participant, they would try to imple-
ment the 5 recommended actions from the email: (1) deter-
mine which devices are connected to the internet that could
potentially be infected with Mirai; (2) change the password of
these devices; (3) restart the devices by turning them off and
on; (4) reset the modem/router to the factory settings, and;
(5) change the password of the modem/router (Appendix A
contains the message in full).

3.3 Pilot
The study protocol was tested with 7 customers. These pilot
sessions were especially important for refining the protocol,

1https://krebsonsecurity.com/2018/01/some-basic-rules-
for-securing-your-iot-stuff/

2https://us.norton.com/internetsecurity-iot-smart-home-
security-core.html
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Table 1: Summary of participants demographics, devices, actions, and outcomes. No. of users refers to the number of people in the
household of the participant. Some connections were part of a small business rather than a home. Steps 1-5 refer respectively to
actions relating to Device Identification, Device Password, Device Reset, Router Reset, and Router Password. Boxes highlighted
in gray refer to an outcome classed as a failure to complete the associated Step, otherwise the action was a variation on a
successful outcome. The letter-specific codes for each step are detailed in Figure 2.

Index Age Gender No. Users Suspected device Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Remediated? Reinfection?

1 53 M 6 Router 1B n.a. n.a. 4A 5A Yes No
2 55 F 1 IP camera 1A 2D 3A 4C 5C Yes No
3 43 M 2 IP camera 1A 2D 3A 4C 5A Yes No
4 49 M 3 IP camera 1A 2D 3A 4C 5A No Yes
5 65 M 2 IP camera 1A 2C 3A 4D 5D Yes No
6 21 M Business IP camera 1A 2B 3C 4C 5A Yes No
7 45 M 4 Router 1B n.a. n.a. 4C 5C Yes No
8 65 M 2 NAS 1A 2C 3A 4C 5A No Yes
9 61 M 2 Smart printer 1A 2C 3A 4C 5A Yes Yes

10 34 M Business IP camera 1A 2A 3B 4A 5A Yes No
11 55 M Business NAS 1A 2A 3A 4A 5A Yes No
12 80 M 2 Doorbell 1A 2A 3A 4C 5A Yes Yes
13 49 M 1 IP camera 1A 2D 3A 4A 5A Yes No
14 43 M 2 - 1C 2E 3D 4A 5A Yes Yes
15 53 M 5 Router 1B n.a. n.a. 4B 5B Yes No
16 41 M 3 IP camera 1A 2B 3C 4C 5A Yes No
17 42 M 4 Smart TV 1A 2C 3A 4A 5A No No

as the main study would also involve interacting with real
customers of the ISP and an intervention that has not been
studied directly in a real-world setting. We could also evaluate
the think-aloud protocol, accounting for not being present in
the room with the users.

Similar to the insights from the ISP customer support staff,
trust was found to be important: 5 of 7 customers were cau-
tious about the call, 4 wanted a more detailed explanation
of the research, and one called back to the service desk to
confirm the authenticity of the research and email.

The pilot resulted in a check being added at the beginning
of the protocol to talk to the person who takes care of security
issues (as pilots included cases where the person who set up
the devices did note live in the household); issues of delega-
tion to informal technical support are discussed in [56]. The
most significant change in the protocol was the inclusion of
more upfront information about the purpose of both the call
and research, to bolster trust.

3.4 Participants
All customers with a diagnosed Mirai infection in the period
between May and July 2020 were notified by email about the
infection and the study. If they did not opt out of the ISP’s
support process, they were called the next day. During the
experiment period, 37 unique IP addresses corresponded to 37
customers with Mirai infections. 12 were observed during the
weekend, where the helpdesk at the ISP does not notify these
users as they cannot provide support over the weekend. Of
the 25 remaining IP addresses, 3 could not be notified due to

technical issues within the ISP, 2 did not respond to attempts
to contact them after being notified, and 3 were not willing
to take part in the experiment (did not opt-in to the study).
There were think-aloud observations with 17 customers. The
age of the participants was between 21 and 80 years old with
a median age of 49. We interviewed 16 males and 1 female,
and from the 17 participants, 3 used their internet connection
to run their own businesses. Table 1 shows the participants’
demographics. As was also the case during the study pilot,
sessions each took approximately 30 minutes in total (15
minutes of which was the think-aloud protocol).

No incentive was provided to users to participate, beyond
the possibility of providing the technical support detailed in
the participant-facing study materials (see Appendix).

3.5 Measuring cleanup
From the two data sources described in subsection 3.1, we
received daily lists of IP addresses where infected Mirai hosts
were located. This led to the initial identification of the cus-
tomers and the recruitment of participants. We kept monitor-
ing this data for an additional two weeks after the call.

Mirai reinfection can occur within a few minutes, or for
some devices within 48 hours [14]. We chose a conservative
4-day window to determine remediation. Since Mirai attacks
involve aggressively scanning the IP space for devices, we pre-
sumed a two-week window to measure reinfections as related
to the state of participants’ home network. We illustrate this
way of measuring outcomes in Table 1. We should note that
this observation method is not perfect. While false positives
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are highly unlikely, because of the specific Mirai fingerprint,
false negatives might occur (an infected host might not show
up in the data, even though it is still infected).

3.6 Ethics
The study protocol was approved by our institution’s human
research ethics committee (TPM project 1083). The study
design followed the principles for ICT human research as
detailed in the Menlo Report [20] (as indicated also in the
design of the think-aloud protocol). To make sure the end-
users feel that they are in a safe environment, the think-aloud
protocol is built around ensuring that the participant feels they
are in a safe space and have not done anything wrong, and
can state their feelings and actions without any judgement.

The first part of the call is about informed consent. This con-
sent involves both taking part in this research anonymously,
as well as the call taking place and the recording of it. Users
were reminded that they could stop the study at any time. If
they did not wish to participate, they were informed that they
would be processed as usual by the partner ISP.

3.7 Limitations
In adherence with national social distancing measures re-
lated to the Covid-19 pandemic, in-person data collection was
avoided. In-person home visits may have allowed for oppor-
tunistic observation of relevant details outside of our protocol,
or differences between stated and actual behaviour. We com-
pensated for this with a think-aloud protocol. We cannot rule
out, however, that users may not have accurately described
what they did via the call. Even though the researcher is trying
to stay at the side-line, their presence influences the partici-
pants [36, 42, 71], who will typically pay more attention and
effort to the tasks within the study. This does not detract from
the context of the interaction, which would naturally require
the individual to focus on the instructions regardless.

The research may have engaged with device owners who
were unable to knowingly secure their devices. In such cases,
at the end of the protocol they were helped to execute the steps
they missed properly (after the think-aloud protocol). Also,
an e-mail for future questions or contact was provided. The
researcher helped the participants with any unsuccessful steps
in accordance with the study protocol. Although infections
could have plausibly been remediated, participants were car-
rying out actions themselves within the online ‘interview call’
format, and outcomes were based on customers’ reported ac-
tions. For instance, users may have changed passwords though
we may not have been able to corroborate the outcome, or
whether the advice absolutely caused the outcome.

Our work is based on users’ data from a single ISP. Hence,
more research will be necessary to validate these results across
multiple ISPs and different countries. Similarly, we focus
our design and analysis on a single malware family, Mirai.

The recommended steps might differ from those for other
malware families. We see trends of advice only becoming
more complicated, see Section 5.2).

A final point is that our measurements of remediation and
reinfection is not perfect. The infection data suffers from a
small rate of false negatives. We compensate for this by work-
ing with longer time windows. Only when participant’s IP
addresses are not seen in the infection data for four consecu-
tive days, do we conclude they successfully remediated.

4 Results

Participant sessions were transcribed and analyzed to under-
stand the ‘journey’ of remediation, following the steps of
advice. We present our findings by following this journey.
No participants reported having attempted to apply the steps
before the session. We describe how participants attempted
to: first, identify the infected device (Step 1, subsection 4.1);
implement the recommended actions on that device and on
their router (Step 2-5, subsection 4.2); infer the success of
their actions (subsection 4.3), including their motivation to
work through what transpired to be an arduous process for al-
most all participants (subsection 4.4). Finally, we connect the
customer experiences with our measurement data on whether
the infection was remediated (subsection 4.5).

Figure 2 provides an overview of reported participant ac-
tions. Each labelled box represents a particular action. To
illustrate: 13 users took action 1A and identified a specific
device as infected. White boxes indicate a successful action
in terms of enacting advice, grey indicates no success.

4.1 Identifying suspect devices in the home
The first remediation action is to identify which devices are
connected to the internet and could be infected with Mirai.
The notification email informed participants that Mirai would
not be present on a regular PC, laptop, tablet or phone. The
subsequent actions (changing the password and turning the
device off and on) are meant to be applied to all the devices
that could potentially contain Mirai. A cautious approach is
then to remediate and secure all potential victim devices.

Thinking aloud, four participants immediately focused on
the device that they thought was the most likely culprit. All
other participants started enumerating their devices, e.g., P12:
“I have 22 devices connected to the internet. Cameras, a gar-
den sprinkler, a doorbell, the list goes on.”

Whether multiple devices were enumerated or not, all par-
ticipants focused on identifying one suspect – no participant
ended up identifying multiple suspect devices. We observed
participants using three heuristics to reason about the likely
culprit. The first heuristic, used by the majority of participants,
was a process of elimination, as with P04: “I have a laptop,
two mobile phones, no three mobile phones. I have a camera,
a security cam, and the solar energy is also connected to the
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13 identified a spe-
cific device as infected 1A

1 reported they were
unaware of which de-
vice could be infected

1C

3 identified their
router as infected 1B

3 reported they successfully
changed the password of the

device through a browser
2A

4 reported the device did
not have a password 2C

2 reported they discon-
nected the device completely 2B

4 reported they did not
know how to reset the
password of the device

2D

1 reported they did not
know what device to reset 2E

10 reported they were able to
power off and on the device 3A 1 reported they did not

know what device to reset 3D

1 reported they pressed the
reset button on the device 3B

2 reported they discon-
nected the device completely 3C

6 reported they were able to
reset their router to factory
settings through a browser

4A
9 reported they turned the

router off and on again 4C

1 reported they dis-
connected the router 4B

1 reported they did not
know how to reset the

router to factory settings
4D

13 reported they were able
to reset the password of the

router through a browser
5A

2 reported they did not
know how to reset the
password of the router

5C

1 reported they dis-
connected the router 5B

1 reported they did not want to
reset the password of the router 5D

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

17 participants in total

Figure 2: Overview of outcomes of actions by participants,
while attempting to execute the remediation advice. Steps
correspond to those found in Appendix B.

internet. I run anti-virus on everything. I just bought that for
five devices, also for my wife’s iPad. According to that email,
it would have to be the security camera.”

This first heuristic might not lead to a confident identifi-
cation, as seen with P01: “OK, in the email you write that
it can’t be phones, laptops, or really anything with Android
on it. That leaves us with printers and cameras and the like.
But I don’t have those. Yeah, I have a printer, one of those
all-in-one types, but that isn’t even switched on at the moment
[...] So that doesn’t make sense.”

The second heuristic, used by eight participants, was honing

in on a device that the person recently experienced problems
with. This occurred for instance with P02: “I think it is the
camera. [...] It says there is a system error and it needs a
restart. But only the company can do this remotely.”, and P06:
“There are 4 phones connected to the wifi and a computer. And
the security camera, but that doesn’t work properly anymore.
It actually seems likely that this camera is misbehaving.”

A third heuristic was only employed by one person: con-
ducting an Internet search. P15: “I have one all-in-one printer,
that is never turned on, a beamer connected to the internet, an
Xbox, Nintendo Switch, a smart TV, 2 laptops with Windows
10, a laptop with Windows 8 and a [routerModel] [...] Now, I
saw in the email that it can’t really be one of these devices,
so I searched on Google for all my devices [...] then I found
that [routerModel] has been having problems in [another
country], so that was really the only clue I could find.”

In one case, the participant enumerated the devices they
owned, but felt uncertainty around finding the offending de-
vice made the whole process meaningless. It is interesting to
note that all participants experienced this kind of uncertainty,
but only P14, who indicated they had technical expertise, felt
it invalidated the remediation path: “Can you see something
useful, like an IP or MAC address or something? [...] I have
no idea [what device could be the problem], so half of these
steps I can’t execute. That makes this process kind of useless.”

4.2 Taking action with a suspect device

Only three participants reported that they were able to change
the password of the suspect device (Fig 2). In these cases,
the device either had an associated app or an interface on the
device itself that allowed the user to initiate the password
change. For, P11, who owned a Network Accessible Storage
device (NAS): “Yeah, resetting the password, you can do that
via a small screen [...]. It worked, now with a slightly more
difficult password.”

Four other participants indicated that they thought the de-
vice did not have a password, e.g., P09: “This [printer] has
no password, does it? I can search on the internet, but I think
the printer just appears on screen when I want to print. Other
than that, there isn’t much to it. I don’t get any hits when I
search for something related to passwords.”

Four participants said they did not know how to change the
password, as with P03: “Well, I really have no idea how to do
this. I do not have a booklet or anything. And the thing has no
name, I think. So you tell me how to do this. A friend of mine
helped me with installing this thing, but he got killed in a car
accident, so I can’t ask him.” One participant consulted the
manual, P17: “There is really nothing useful in the booklet
that comes with it. I only see things that prevent us from suing
them.” Two participants reported visiting the manufacturer
website, to no avail, as for P13: “Yeah, I searched for this and
I found a website that belongs to the device. But the site is
totally unhelpful. I already know it is a camera, can’t they put
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something more useful on the site?”
Two participants ‘solved’ the problem by completely dis-

connecting the device, e.g., P06: “You know what, I will just
disconnect it. I have no idea how to change the password, but
it is broken anyway, so I will take it offline and then we will
buy a better one [. . . ] I don’t want a virus in my network.”.
P16 followed a similar behaviour: “Well, I thought that [the
camera] would hang there as a deterrent. But then I got your
email. I threw out the device right away, because I definitely
do not want a virus.” Chalhoub & Flechais [15] considered
disconnecting a smart device as a compensatory behaviour
that owners apply to address security and privacy concerns,
regardless of whether it directly addressed the concern.

When it comes to restarting the suspected device, two par-
ticipants looked for a dedicated reset button. P10: “I am press-
ing the reset button for a long time [. . . ] OK, it is turning off
and on again.” The second person looked for such a button
but ended up, like nine other participants, disconnecting the
power cable: P02: “I don’t really see a button or anything on
the camera. Perhaps just pulling the plug then?”

The last two steps concerned the modem/router. At least
six participants had the standard router issued by the ISP.
The email from the ISP contained a link to a help page that
described two actions: how to restart the device by discon-
necting the power, and how to factory reset the device via a
web interface. While the email asked users to factory-reset the
router, the presence of both actions on the help page led some
participants to take the first listed action: only disconnecting
the power. Strengthened by the presence of this action on the
help page, participants were convinced their efforts were the
requested ones, P02: “It says here to pull the plug and wait for
10 seconds, I can do that, great”. Moreover, participants tend
to copy the actions they took for earlier steps and implement
those for their router, P08: “Reset? So I will do the same as
with the camera. I have disconnected it for 5 seconds and it is
back in. I see a green light so I guess that worked”. Overall,
6 participants reported having enacted a factory reset, while 9
participants removed the power cable to reset the device.

P05, who was running a small business, said they did not
want to execute a factory reset: “The problem is that I would
have to set up all port forwarding again and I don’t really
want to do that [...] Then I have to let IT come again. [...] Were
the previous steps not enough to make the virus disappear?”

For the final step, 13 participants reported that they suc-
cessfully set a new password via the ISP web interface of
the device, while two said they did not know how to do this.
For this step, six participants made use of the URL in the
notification (see Appendix A).

4.3 Inferring the success of remediation

When users manage to complete an action on the suspect
device, they receive almost no feedback on the success of
their efforts. The exception was when setting a new password

was supported via an interface that the participants are famil-
iar with. The users who managed to reach a web interface
for their router, for example, would get a clear confirmation
when they successfully completed a password change. Still,
all participants experienced actions that lacked feedback on
whether they were successfully completed. More importantly,
all participants lacked feedback on the success of their ac-
tions in terms of the main outcome: removal of the malware.
These observations are of interest when compared to Forget
et al. [29], and the examination of whether ‘engaged’ or ‘dis-
engaged’ users arrive at secure outcomes to their (in)action
to secure a computer – here the problem is that the outcome,
secure or not, is not visible.

During the calls, we witnessed a clear desire by many par-
ticipants to receive confirmation of whether they were doing
the right things, as with P02: “Shall I wait a few seconds?
[...] OK, I think 10 seconds is enough, I am putting the plug
back in [...] I am waiting for the lights to turn on again. It is
supposed to be orange, right? Or green?”

Some remediation actions were surrounded by uncertainty,
while others were more clearly unsuccessful to the partici-
pants. In either case, participants regularly requested confir-
mation that they were successfully removing the virus. For
instance, P04: “Could it be enough if we do not change the
password. That we do all other steps?”, and P08: “The device
is already disconnected. Does that count as a reset if I now
reconnect it again? I am really curious whether the virus is
really gone. Can I reconnect it now?”.

4.4 Motivation under uncertainty

All participants were willing, in some cases eager, to under-
take the recommended actions, e.g., P09: ‘‘I am now putting
the plug of the router back in. What is the next step of this
adventure?” Participant motivation was illustrated by the de-
gree to which they tolerated their uncertainty about what was
asked of them, and whether they conducted the actions cor-
rectly. Motivation was also visible through the effort that was
made. For example, the device or router might be in another
part of the house or access to it might be blocked. This was
the case for P03: “You ask quite a bit from me, because then I
have to make quite a mess. [...] Let me put the phone down,
I need to move a few boxes... OK. What do I do now?”, and
P07: “Then I will walk to the utility closet [...] I see the cable
already, I will pull it out completely.”

In addition, the factory reset of the router means that users
lose their configuration, which might not be trivial to set up
again. P10 debated this, “Ah, so then I have to set up all port-
forwarding and port assignments again. Well, I think that is
the right thing to do, otherwise the virus will hang around.”,
as did P04: “Oh, that is complicated. I did the same thing a
while ago, but then I need to reconfigure all port forwarding
again. But OK, if that helps, then we will do it again.”

Only a few participants expressed doubts about the effort,
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in all cases because they were not clear what problem Mirai
posed, as with P01: “Eh, let’s take a step back. I have no idea
whatsoever about how that Mirai virus actually works. I mean,
I do not experience any issues, right? So what is the problem?”
After an explanation about how Mirai-infected devices are
used for criminal activity against other users and organizations
on the internet, P01 concluded: “Ah, right. That is understand-
able, I am happy to cooperate.”. Renaud & Goucher [63] note
that the ‘gulf of evaluation’ differentiates between the sense
of being able to enact a security behaviour, and the ‘response
efficacy’ of whether the behaviour is appropriate.

No participants dropped out before completing the steps.
The only case where a participant did not want to conduct
a specific step was P14, who felt none of their devices were
plausible suspects, and as such did not want to implement a
reset and password change on any of those devices. They did,
however, proceed with subsequent steps involving the router.

Regarding the evidence for users’ seemingly high motiva-
tion , one potential source of bias here (as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.7) could be an observer effect (a.k.a. the ‘Hawthorne
effect’), where the fact that the participants know their actions
are being ‘observed’ makes them more motivated than they
might have been without the presence of the researcher.

4.5 The end: remediation, and reinfections

Table 1 presents an overview of participant-level actions and
outcomes. Again, the coding used in the columns for the
remediation steps relate to the boxes in Figure 2. After the
intervention, 14 of the 17 participants were observed to be
remediated, as measured by the absence of their IP address in
the daily data feed of Mirai infections received by the ISP in
the four days after the call. This may count as good news. The
cumbersome non-deterministic remediation process seems at
least probabilistically related to the desired outcome. Three
participants remained infected. It is true that they did not
fully execute the recommended steps, but the same holds
for other participants who were regarded as having managed
to remediate. Only four participants could be said to have
fully executed the recommended actions (P01, P10, P11, P15).
We include P15, because this person took the suspect device
permanently offline, so in that sense ‘secured’ it from further
harm. We monitored the presence of the IP address in the daily
data feed for two more weeks after the remediation period.
In 5 cases, we observed a re-infection with Mirai; there was
a gap of three consecutive days where the user’s IP address
was not reported in the daily data feed, and then it reappeared.
Two of these reinfections were non-remediated users, three
were users who did manage to remediate at first.

For the two non-remediated cases, the infection disap-
peared by an unknown cause five or more days after the call.
This is consistent with the relatively high ‘natural’ cleanup
rate seen elsewhere [14]. One explanation is that the Mirai
malware is not persistent on the device, at least not at the time

of the study. This means that a power cycle may have removed
the infection, although the device is still in a vulnerable state.
It might be discovered and reinfected soon thereafter, because
of the aggressive scanning conducted by Mirai bots.

The three cases where we observed an initial remediation,
and a later reinfection, can have various explanations, and as
such are indicative of avenues for future work. One explana-
tion is that the detection of infections via the daily data feed
is not perfect, potentially including false negatives. Another
explanation is that these users did manage to get rid of the
infections by power cycling the devices, but did not remediate
the underlying vulnerability (i.e., set a secure password). This
is consistent with our observations, because all three users did
not fully execute the recommended actions. As noted from the
observations, users may have otherwise had multiple infected
devices and only focused on one, or focused their attention
on the wrong device.

In the end, the gap we observed between advice and user
actions cannot be blamed wholly on either the user or the
advice-giver the ISP. It points to the responsibilities of a third
actor: the manufacturer. Even when users went online and
tried to find manufacturer information about solving security
problems, there were complications. This was certainly the
case for P16, who was not able to even identify the manufac-
turer: “Well, there is no brand name on the device, haha, only
IP-camera is printed on the side of it.”

5 Discussion

Returning to our overarching research question, we provide
real-world evidence of the gap between advice and outcomes
in IoT [7], but also the impact this gap can have on smart
home users. There are two sides to this story – the quality of
advice, and the characteristics of the response to that advice.

Successful behaviour for our participants was often un-
confirmed and unconfirmable, and neither the users nor the
advice-giver can resolve this at present, given the constraints
inherent in the situation (in home infection, limited device
visibility, etc). This unbridgable gap points to the responsibil-
ities of other actors, notably the manufacturer [32]. We could
argue users lack capability, but it is not a lack of user capa-
bility, but a design flaw, pointing to the relationship between
behaviour support and interface design to provide situational
feedback (as highlighted elsewhere for user access control
guidance [76]). The lack of ‘normal’ computing interfaces on
IoT devices creates an environment fraught with confusion
and uncertainty for applying standard security advice.

What we have for network-connected smart home devices
is also a multi-party intervention. Participants had to wait
for their efforts to be confirmed as worth it (that remedia-
tion will be confirmed at some point afterwards via network
scans, and a lack of capacity for the ISP to follow up). Par-
ticipants demonstrated despair over not knowing what to do
and whether their effort was successful. Remediation is then
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Figure 3: Action Diffraction for resetting a smart home device.
Users may vary in Motivation, and rely on their Motivation to
enumerate over possible solutions (standing in for a lack of
knowing the precise Ability they need to apply). The target
behaviour may be deterministic (the small circle, top right),
but plausible variations surround it, informed in part by In-
structions. It can be unclear if the applied Ability has achieved
the intentions of the Prompt, even if it has been successful.

non-deterministic (very likely to work, but not definitely go-
ing to work). The lack of feedback stands in contrast to, say,
removing Windows malware, where a removal tool—such as
an anti-virus client—will typically report on what it found and
whether it was effective in removing it. This limits the poten-
tial of checklists, for instance, if instructions cannot be made
specific enough to a particular user’s set of network-connected
devices (and are as such, ‘sub-optimally targeted’).

Participants applied one of the heuristics identified in our re-
sults, to navigate the gap in specificity, and attempt to identify
the target of an advocated behaviour. Applying advice then
leans on motivation, in that most participants were willing to
try quite convoluted steps (going to another room to unplug
the router, coming back to the phone, then back to the router,
etc.). Where Redmiles et al. [59] isolate ‘bad advice’, we step
back from this to identify ‘ecosystem factors which limit the
capacity to construct good advice’. We regard this then as
also exploring the limitations of emergent interventions for
smart home security.

What is remarkable and worthy of further exploration is that
our participants demonstrated somewhat correct reasoning in
identifying suspect devices, consistent with actual properties
of these devices. Mostly the heuristic is to eliminate suspect
devices. This further highlights the important of local context
to instantiating security advice for the smart home [76], but
also making advice specific enough to be actionable [62].

5.1 Informing effective interventions

Where participants felt a need to enumerate over familiar be-
haviours, many would push back if they did not know how to
enact the advocated behaviour. This points to self-efficacy, im-
portant for prompting action within various behaviour change
approaches [24]. To put our findings in the context of enact-
ing (what appeared to our participants as) a new behaviour,
acting on notification of a malware infection is an opportune
moment or prompt to enact a new behaviour, so we refer to the
Fogg Behaviour Model (or B=MAP / B=MAT model [27]). In
this model, Behaviour = Motivation + Ability + Prompt. The
model has been used extensively across areas such as persua-
sive design and personal development, but also to understand
social interventions for security [18], and opportunities for
security interventions in a retail environment [54].

A Prompt can be a Facilitator, Spark, or Signal – here it is
a Signal, that a device in the home is infected and that actions
must be taken to resolve the issue, as a call to Motivation and
upon an Ability to act. The ISP carries the Signal to the user
(highlighting that ISPs are the best-placed party to intervene,
but that this does not mean they are the most appropriate) –
this relies on sufficient Motivation and Ability already being
present. We found that participants were over-investing Moti-
vation to make up for an insufficient definition of the target
behaviour or outcome (a lack of capability to identify or con-
firm the appropriate Ability). Among our participants, there
was uncertainty as to what was right to do, to the extent that
a user may enact a behaviour which removes malware, but
continue with further actions for lack of indication that they
had already succeeded. This even includes where some of our
participants chose to permanently disconnect or dispose of a
suspect device (representing an unintended harm of unclear
advice [16]). ‘Actionable choices’, with clear outcomes, are
regarded as feasible in areas such as smart home privacy [66],
and in supporting a user-defined ‘recovery state’ [35].

We show the gulf where these harms manifest as what we
refer to here as ‘Action Diffraction’ (Figure 3). Where Renaud
& Goucher refer to the ‘Gulf of Execution’ [63] (including
knowing what needs to be done, but not how to do it), here
we find a gulf created by restrictions in the vehicle of the
intervention itself which makes the target behaviour indistinct.
This applies to both knowing what the target behaviour is, and
knowing whether it has been reached. Where the Activation
Threshold is the point of realising a target Behaviour, and a
user being activated to try to get over the Threshold, our results
show efforts being ‘diffracted’, splitting off in many directions
as participants find themselves exploring non-deterministic
and potentially inapplicable behaviours (this includes where
they have Ability to do something, but are not willing to try
everything unless they can be Motivated to do so).

Renaud & Goucher [63] frame a ‘Gulf of Evaluation’ in
formulating an intention to adopt a secure behaviour, and
Redmiles et al. [61] identify dimensions of advice quality.
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We note in reference to the latter that the specificity – and
actionability – of advice, including the capacity to evaluate
the efficacy of the behaviour [63], are also impacted by the
specificity of the target behaviour and its confirmation. Our
findings showed also that, as with other forms of security
advice [62], multiple sources of instructions can potentially
confuse users further.

One contributory factor to this problem is best articulated
through the Behaviour Wizard of Fogg & Hreha [28]. The
best-practice advice seen by smart home users is an ‘unfamil-
iar’ task (requiring a link to existing practices), but framed
more like a ‘familiar’ task (one that does not need expla-
nation), and so we saw participants replacing an unfamiliar
action with familiar behaviour(s). This is a complex world
of Things, where enacting the wrong behaviour can result
in ‘proxy changes’ [53], regardless of whether the intended
outcome is reached. A user may turn on and off many devices,
or the wrong one and not the right one, or achieve the goal
but lose tailored configuration settings in the effort , all while
not knowing in the moment whether they have succeeded.

5.2 Implications for evolving IoT threats

If users only apply some of the advice they are given, or de-
vices have inherent security weaknesses, they may continue
to be vulnerable and require regular intervention. Users can
follow advice but still suffer the same consequences again, if
IoT infrastructure does not help them to stay recovered, or
malware evolves. There are parallels to the Transtheoretical
Model [57], where understanding specific stages of behaviour
can identify security improvements [55]. Inherent weaknesses
in the design of many smart home devices put a user back
into an ‘unhealthy’ situation (e.g., a device repeatedly falling
back into an insecure state), requiring repeated cycles of con-
templating and acting on advice, to maintain secure devices.

New malware variants are moving away from short-lived
infections, and becoming persistent and resistant to current
interventions [12]. More efforts of the type we have observed
for Mirai infections would be required where, for instance,
thousands of QNAP network access storage devices have
been targeted by persistent malware [75], and the direction
of travel shows that advice from manufacturers is requiring
users to follow 20 or more steps completely and successfully
to resolve these issues [58]. Moreover, some of these variants
are also starting to include countermeasures to make detec-
tion difficult. For instance, malware leveraging blockchain
DNS or TOR makes it even harder for the interveners to
assess the efficacy of the user’s actions [10, 69, 73]. This
is all within the context of increasing use of smart home
devices, which itself already increases the complexity of reme-
diation when there are problems (as we saw evidence of here).

5.3 Recommendations

Here we describe recommendations emerging from our Re-
sults and consideration of behaviour change approaches, as-
sociating recommendations to specific stakeholders.

• Confirmation of settings changes. Visibility of
changes to system status is a crucial design principle [52].
Here this applies to both Apps and Interfaces, as cre-
ated and maintained by the manufacturer. This was seen
among our participants as already happening for some
devices and interfaces, but should be enshrined as a con-
sistent design choice, to reduce the ‘diffraction’ of reme-
diation efforts. This would then serve as a visible ‘secu-
rity outcome’ [29], to then be able to consider whether
the visible outcome was the correct step to follow. This
may be necessary for future security issues if resetting /
unplugging a device actually runs the risk of reinstating
default credentials, for instance. This would complement
efforts to standardise smart home device functionality
(as in e.g., the UK [70] and US [26]) which aim to have
manufacturers reduce the scope for misconfiguration
as a vector for device compromise (as with e.g., easily-
guessed ‘default’ settings).

• Settings logs. A log of settings changes can help both
users and ISPs (or indeed anyone ‘helping’ users) to
see and refer to a clear record of changes. This could
also include notifying users of security settings which
need to be changed at setup but have not been, or which
have been changed but not by a registered user. Ideally,
there would be some signalling to users when a security
issue is suspected, where there is a general lack of event
logging related to security [26].

• Assisted remediation. Our study showed that not all
participants were able to follow the advice, or needed
confirmation that they had followed it. For lack of being
able to move incrementally toward a clearly focused
outcome (Figure 3), having a helper on-call or on-site
would increase chances of a successful outcome, if the
previous steps cannot be achieved. This would be a low-
bar in terms of ensuring that there is an intervention
for all levels of Motivation and Ability – if users are as
keen to follow advice as our participants, they cannot
be blamed if they are trapped in a cycle of trying advice
without confirmation of actions or visible evidence of
success. This relates to having actionable choices to
begin with. It also aligns with the incentives of ISPs,
which could commercially offer such services, though
this brings the risk of users distrusting notifications as a
ploy to sell a service – ISPs might only offer the service
if the user asks for it.
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6 Related Work

Chalhoub & Flechais [15] studied real-world users of smart
home devices, where limitations in device features and trans-
parency were seen to frustrate privacy-related decisions. The
authors characterised compensatory behaviours in response
to concerns (such as disconnecting a device). We saw par-
ticipants defaulting to ‘familiar’ behaviours as a strategy to
approach the uncertain process of situating generic advice.
Geeng & Roesner [31] studied multi-user smart homes, noting
that when devices fail to function properly, alternative paths
to using a device are needed. We saw a parallel, where partic-
ipants sought a viable solution to critical security issues, but
were at times reluctant to dismantle their smart home device
configurations to achieve it.

In terms of supporting behaviour change, Forget et al. [29]
studied the security attitudes, behaviours, and understanding
of active computer users from device activity and interviews.
The authors characterised ineffectively proactive users, who
exerted too much effort for security or regularly performed
familiar behaviours even if they did not match the security con-
cern. Where the authors saw information-seeking behaviours,
our participants felt challenged in determining what to seek
information about (lacking both clarity as to what was the
target device, and available diagnostic information). Crucially,
Forget et al. highlighted the importance of tangible outcomes
to user actions, where here there was a lack of clear outcomes;
the authors identified ‘problematic knowledge gaps’, where
for consumer IoT environments these gaps are constraints in
advice and user support.

Reeder et al. [62] identify a range of criteria for good home
security advice, including that it must be actionable. We iden-
tify a gap that requires the recipient of smart home security
advice to be able to complete advice and relate advice re-
ceived from others to their personal context. The authors also
discuss the potential need to enumerate over possible versions
of generic advice to reach specific advice, considering “of-
fering the generic advice followed by specific instructions
on how to implement it” – similarly, our participants applied
strategies to do this themselves.

Redmiles et al. [61] identify ‘perceived efficacy’ of advice
as important, where here there is an element of efficacy in
being able to localise advice received from others. The advice
the authors reviewed was regarded as mostly ‘actionable’,
where here we explore the implications of advice which, at
least for our participants, was not immediately actionable.
Redmiles et al. regard network security as amongst the least
actionable and most general security advice (e.g., “Secure
your router”), raising questions of whether non-actionable
advice should be given to users in the first place, and we
provide real-world evidence informing this discussion.

Çetin et al. [13] studied a ‘walled garden’ approach of
limiting users’ capacity to access the Internet while a device
is infected. Here we learned about the remediation journey

while users were acting on suggested remediation actions
locally themselves, rather than checking the effectiveness of
the notification method alone.

7 Conclusion

Here we studied user efforts to apply advice provided to them
by their ISP. We found that the advice was not specific enough
to ensure that it was applicable to participants’ own smart
home context. Critically, constraints to the specificity of ad-
vice limited how it was produced, communicated, and put
into practice in a real-world setting. Only 4 of 17 participants
completed all applicable advice steps successfully. Action
typically went wrong at the second step (changing the pass-
word of the suspected device), or at the fourth step (resetting
the router to its factory settings). 16 participants were able
to pinpoint a plausible infected device, using one of three
strategies we identified (including by process of elimination).

Our work informs the understanding of interventions for
real-world IoT settings. The construction, communication,
and enactment of technical advice to home users is both com-
plex and collaborative. It involves end-users, their ISPs, device
manufacturers, and technical experts to support successful
outcomes. Putting our findings into perspective with the con-
tinuing need for technical support for home computers and
mobile devices, the need to fix security issues of smart home
devices can be expected to persist. Given the complexity and
role of local context, this can be expected to require analy-
sis of the smart home in situ, including return visits to users
of reinfected devices. Future work will explore the capacity
of intervention approaches which include multiple relevant
stakeholders. For instance, a list of known vulnerable device
models could aid both ISPs in informing end-users, and end-
users themselves in identifying problematic devices which
they use or are considering for purchase.
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A Appendix A – Notification Message and Instructions

Figure 4: Notification and opt-out invitation
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B Appendix B – Think-Aloud Protocol

Good morning/afternoon Mr./Ms.[name], Yesterday you have received an email from the
Abuse Team about a virus that has infected one or more of your internet-connected devices.

The email also stated that we would call you today, which is why I am calling you right now

Are you the person
taking care of the
security of your
computer and
other devices?

Is this person
available and can
I speak to them?

Do you have some
time right now?

What moment would
suit you (the person
responsible for the
clean-up) better??

Thank you for your
effort,I will call you
back at [date+time]

We notice that customers can have difficulties with understanding the email we send and with performing the steps
requested in the email. Even for technical people, the right course of action is not clear. To improve our services to
our customers in the future, I would like to go along with you while you perform the requested steps. I am here
with you and we will walk through the process together.
These calls will also be used for my research, in which we are figuring out how companies can improve their
services to make sure that infected networks are cleaned more successfully.
Next to us performing the steps together, we need some characteristics such as the size of your household and your
age. Together, this information can help us understand what happens at customers’ homes and how to improve the
information so infections are cleaned more successfully. The results of this call will be processed anonymously
and we will delete all data after it has met its purpose. It will take approximately 30 minutes. Do you want to be
part of this research? Do you give us permission to record this call? You can step out at any time during the call.

Did you receive the
e-mail notification?

Okay, I will send
it again right now,

what is your correct
email address?

Please read the
notification carefully,
I will be waiting here.

Do you have any
questions about
the notification?

"Answer questions
consistently over

virtual visits"

Start Part 2

No

Yes

Yes

No Pos

Yes

No

Yes Yes

No

Figure 5: Think-aloud protocol - Part 1
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I would like to go along with you through the steps that are described in the notifica-
tion. Could you look them up? We will do this step by step, and I would like to ask
you to share with me clearly what actions you are taking. The idea is that you will
perform the steps as if we were not calling, except that you continuously think aloud
while you take actions.

Note: At the end of each step users were told "Just tell me every
thought, that goes through your mind, there are no wrong thoughts"

Have you
already
taken

actions?

Could you please
execute the first

step: "identify the
infected device(s)?"

Could you please
execute the second
step: "change the

password of device(s)?"

Could you please
execute the third step:
"reset the device(s)?"

Could you please
execute the fourth

step: "reset the
modem/router)?"

Could you please
execute the fifth step:
"change the password
of the modem/router?"

What actions did you
perform to execute the
first step: "identify the

infected device(s)?"

What actions did
you perform to

execute the second
step: "change the

password of device(s)?"

What actions did you
perform to execute

the third step: "reset
the device(s)?"

What actions did you
perform to execute

the fourth step: "reset
the modem/router?"

What actions did you
perform to execute

the fifth step: "change
the password of the

modem/router?"

Did the
customer

perform all
the

actions?

I want to thank you for
your great efforts and
time. This can really

help us. I noticed than
in step [unsuccessful
step(s)]. We should

have taken some
additional actions

I want to thank you for
your great efforts and
time. This can really

help us. The infection
should now be gone
from your network.

no
yes

no
yes

Figure 6: Think-aloud protocol - Part 2
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Before we end this call, I would like to record
some of your demographics. Also, we would like

to have some info about the infected device. These
can give insights in our customers who get in-

fected. How many people live in your household?

May I ask you,
what is your age?

What is the brand of
the infected device?

Thank you! One last thing: do you give us permis-
sion to use the network mapping tool which an show
us the connected device in your network? This can

help in research to give an overview of what devices
are connected and if certain devices become infected
more often than others. If you want to contact me in

the future send an email to [e-mail] . Have a nice day.

Figure 7: Think-aloud protocol - Part 3
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